Scatter Search Applied to the Inference of a Development Gene Network
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Abstract: Efficient network inference is one of the challenges of current-day biology. Its application to the study of development has seen noteworthy success, yet a multicellular context, tissue growth, and cellular rearrangements impose additional computational costs and prohibit a wide application of current methods. Therefore, reducing computational cost and providing quick feedback at intermediate stages are desirable features for network inference. Here we propose a hybrid approach composed of two stages: exploration with scatter search and exploitation of intermediate solutions with low temperature simulated annealing. We test the approach on the well-understood process of early body plan development in flies, focusing on the gap gene network. We compare the hybrid approach to simulated annealing, a method of network inference with a proven track record. We find that scatter search performs well at exploring parameter space and that low temperature simulated annealing refines the intermediate results into excellent model fits. From this we conclude that for poorly-studied developmental systems, scatter search is a valuable tool for exploration and accelerates the elucidation of gene regulatory networks.
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1. Introduction

One of the big challenges in current-day biology is efficient network inference (also known as reverse engineering) [1]. It is the so-called inverse problem of deducing which genes interact and how strong each interaction is on the basis of the network’s observed output, its expression dynamics. By tackling this challenge successfully, we gain insight in the internal dynamics of a regulatory network. In turn, this understanding aids the explanation of existing experimental results and helps us formulate hypotheses and new experiments to further probe the biological system under study. While on the experimental side obtaining the required data is often laborious and difficult, here we take the data as a given and focus on the computational side of network inference.

With the currently available computational power of a single workstation, network inference in a unicellular context is a successful endeavour, such as for yeast genetic and metabolic networks [2,3], and for the optimization of specific bio-molecules in bacteria [4] and in mammalian cell lines [5–7]. Moreover, the study of such systems is supported by software tools [8], formal languages for
model description that enhance sharing and re-use [9,10], and crowd-sourcing efforts (e.g., DREAM Challenges [11]).

In developmental biology, network inference is used to compare and better understand how organisms create spatial and temporal patterns to grow and shape themselves. Networks of interacting genes are key players in these dynamical processes. Well-known examples are body plan formation in insects [12–16] and sea-anemones [17], limb development [18,19], and vulva cell differentiation [20]. The multicellular context, however, means an additional computational challenge. In the tissue that is being patterned, each cell has a gene network and (in general) communicates with other cells, thus creating a large system of coupled gene networks. This means that as we move from describing a single cell to a multicellular setting, the number of variables of the system increases dramatically (though the number of parameters remains rather similar to the single cell case). As a result, to do a rigorous, automated, fitting of model parameters, increased system size makes calculations computationally demanding. In fact, one is often restricted to high-performance computing (HPC) facilities.

Regardless of whether one studies single cells or patterning tissues, when one is deriving a network from data, swift feedback from the inference algorithm is highly desirable. The effort of building a model usually requires several iterations of inferring the regulatory network to arrive at a satisfactory solution. Hence a fast algorithm is not only convenient, it also allows for a better study of the network through alternative scenarios and systematic assessment of the influence of parameters on the system. Each iteration of inference provides information that may be used to adjust the algorithm and to analyse the solutions that have been produced. It follows that an important feature is the computational cost of an algorithm used for network inference.

Here, we address the issue of computational cost and swift feedback in the context of a developmental regulatory network—the gap gene system, introduced below—responsible for early body plan formation in insects. We introduce a hybrid, two-stage optimization approach to infer the network. The idea behind the two-stage approach is to first explore parameter space with scatter search. Scatter search is a population-based approach, that has been building a solid reputation for solving combinatorial and nonlinear optimization problems [21,22]. Indeed, a solver based on scatter search was found to be the best stochastic solver tackling 1000 global optimization problems and outperformed other methods in black-box challenges [23]. In the last decade, scatter search has been adapted for nonlinear dynamic biological systems (and continues to be further developed, see Discussion) [21,22]. Its biggest advantage is that it is a computationally light method and thus provides rapid feedback on the structure of the network.

Once after several rounds of exploration a set of promising solutions is established, in a second stage low temperature simulated annealing is used to refine them. We evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the hybrid approach against ‘normal’ simulated annealing. We use a parallel implementation of simulated annealing, pLSA, that over the last two decades has been our algorithm of choice as it finds excellent solutions that faithfully reproduce expression data and spatial patterns [12,14,24]. While we restrict ourselves here to a comparison of scatter search with simulated annealing, we note that also evolutionary optimization algorithms have been used to tackle the challenge of insect body plan formation [25–27].

As a benchmark system, we use the gap gene network of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Figure 1a). It is the regulatory network that lays down the initial body plan of the fly during the blastoderm stage of early development, before the onset of gastrulation (Figure 1b). It consists of three maternal gradients, namely Bicoid (Bcd), Caudal (Cad), and Hunchback (Hb), that are interpreted by four trunk gap genes, \(hb\), \(Krüppel\ (Kr)\), \(giant\ (gi)\), and \(knirps\ (kni)\). As a result, the trunk gap genes form a series of broad stripes along the antero-posterior (A–P) axis. At the posterior end, the terminal gap genes \(tailless\ (tll)\) and \(huckebein\ (hhb)\) regulate the trunk gap genes. The gap gene system is one of the best understood developmental networks from both an experimental and modelling point of view, and thus a good benchmark case [28].
Figure 1. Body plan patterning in *D. melanogaster*. In both panels, the trunk gap genes are *hunchback* (*hb*), *Krüppel* (*Kr*), *giant* (*gt*), and *knirps* (*kni*). External inputs to these four genes are the maternal factors Bicoid (*Bcd*), Caudal (*Cad*), and the terminal gap proteins Tailless (*Tll*), and Huckebein (*Hkb*). 

(a) Schematic depiction of a *Drosophila* embryo with the anterior (head) oriented to the left and its dorsal side to the top. Gap gene expression domains are shown as vertical bands along the trunk region. Expression in the head and terminal area is omitted; (b) The gap gene network mapped onto the expression domains of the trunk region. Background gradients of *Bcd* (purple) and *Cad* (cyan) activate the gap genes. Each rectangle is an expression domain. Circular arrows indicate self-activation, interactions with T-bars represent inhibition. Dashed interactions signal a net effect.

In comparison to other developmental systems, the *Drosophila* embryo has some key advantages. The early embryo is a syncytium (multi-nucleated cell), so we may ignore intercellular signalling. There is no tissue growth or rearrangement during the blastoderm stage. Moreover, patterning by gap genes in the trunk region occurs only along the A–P axis, and is decoupled from other patterning processes, such as those along the dorsal-ventral axis. These properties allow us to simplify the system to a one-dimensional array of (dividing) nuclei along the A–P axis. Indeed, due to its modelling-friendly properties, the gap gene system has been studied with a variety of models and methods [29–35].

We employ the gene circuit approach to model the *Drosophila* embryo [12–14,24,36–38]. A gene circuit is a dynamical hybrid model of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs). An embryo is represented as a row of nuclei that divide over time, where each nucleus has an identical instance of the gap gene regulatory network. The ODEs encode the network through regulated synthesis of gene products (mRNA or protein), Fickian gene product diffusion between neighbouring nuclei, and linear decay of the gene product. For *D. melanogaster*, the system has 41 parameters and fitting these may be classified as an optimization task of medium size. Originally, gene circuits were developed to fit quantitative protein expression data [12,13,38]. The acquisition and processing of such data are a laborious and time-consuming effort, and are not easily applied to nonmodel organisms. Recent studies, however, have shown the wider applicability of the gene circuit approach by developing protocols based on mRNA expression data, not only in *D. melanogaster* [14], but also in nonmodel organisms [15,16]. Moreover, gene circuits allow for simultaneous inference of which interactions are present, whether they are activating/inhibiting, and the strength of these interactions. It sets the gene circuit approach apart from other modelling efforts, where the topology is predefined and the task is to establish which interaction strengths fit the data best (known as parameter estimation). Together, these properties make fitting gene circuits an ideal test case for scatter search. It is a challenging task, it has an immediate practical relevance in systems biology, and has been shown to be successful for the inference of unknown gene regulatory networks.

We show that a hybrid, two-stage approach to network inference problems in developmental biology delivers equally good results as simulated annealing, our current default method. We find that scatter search efficiently and effectively explores the parameter space, and that low temperature simulated annealing turns good solutions into excellent ones. These results suggest that it is a promising method for inferring unknown networks, such as the one laying down the body plan of the sea anemone *Nematostella vectensis* [17,39,40], where multiple rounds of exploration are likely necessary. Moreover, given the additional computational costs for simulating systems in which...
morphogenetic processes play an important role (e.g., 2D and 3D models including cell migration, tissue rearrangements, growth, cell death) a light explorative method will be a prerequisite for success.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Scatter Search Method

Scatter search is a global optimization algorithm related to the family of evolutionary algorithms [41]. As do evolutionary algorithms, the method maintains a population of solutions and combines these solutions to obtain new ones. However, the underlying search strategy is different (see [21,22] for an in depth discussion). We implemented a sequential version of scatter search, closely following a set of guidelines developed for applications in biology [21,22].

The algorithm operates as follows (Figure 2). In an initial phase, (1) scatter search generates a large set of diverse solutions, named the Scatter Set. The goal is to have an initial set of solutions that reasonably covers the parameter search space. To this end, the diversity of solutions is maximised by subdividing parameter space into bins and uniformly sampling parameter values across these bins. Then (2) the algorithm creates the main population of solutions named the Reference Set. A set of solutions is selected from the Scatter Set on the basis of their quality and diversity: half of the reference set contains the best solutions, i.e., elite solutions, and the other half consists of diverse solutions (in terms of parameter values). This dual use of the Reference Set is maintained during the optimization phase.

![Figure 2. Scatter search algorithm design as presented in [21]. See main text for details.](image)

After initialization, scatter search iterates the following steps until a stop condition is satisfied. In our case, the algorithm performs a fixed number of iterations. In every iteration, (3) the algorithm produces a set of candidate solutions, Candidate Set, by creating linear combinations of every pair of solutions in Reference Set. Next, (4) the worst solutions in Reference Set are replaced by better candidates, taking into account quality and diversity of the candidates. Before starting the next iteration,
(5) the algorithm may apply a local search on the members of Reference Set to accelerate convergence.
By default the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is used, additionally we used Stochastic Hill climbing.
In our implementation, the user decides beforehand if local search is enabled, and under which
conditions it is applied (Local Search Filters in Figure 2). These filters help to avoid time-consuming
evaluations of solutions. We provide one, filter\_different\_enough, that checks if a solution has sufficiently
distinct parameters from other members of Reference Set. This avoids regions of search space that are
already being explored. The second filter, filter\_good\_enough, only allows good individuals, as local
search is most effective if the starting solution is good [42,43]. Finally, (6) occasionally no candidates
replace the current members of Reference Set. In such a case, we consider the algorithm to be stuck in a
specific region of parameter space. Scatter search overcomes such an impasse by randomizing a part
of Reference Set using a newly generated Scatter Set.

Scatter search is implemented in C and requires two third-party libraries: SUNDIALS (http://
computation.llnl.gov/projects/sundials) and GSL (https://www.gnu.org/software/gsl) [44]. Source
code is available on GitHub at https://github.com/amirmasoudabdol/flyOpt. We compiled the code
with GCC 4.7.2 (https://gcc.gnu.org)) using the -O2 optimization flag. We have run scatter search
simulations on the Lisa system of SURFsara (https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/lisa) using search
parameters as listed in Table 1. We saturated single nodes (Intel Xeon CPUs at 2.6 GHz, 16 cores) with
the maximum of 16 runs to suppress hardware parallelism. We note that these tests were run on a HPC
facility simply for convenience. The software does not use any parallel computation features and the
hardware of current-day workstations is often comparable to that of the Lisa system.

Table 1. Parameter settings for sequential scatter search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iterations</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Maximum number of iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference set size</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Number of individuals in set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scatter set size</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Number of individuals in set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local search frequency</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Do search every n iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local search score</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>Cost must be lower than x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regenerate reference set</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Refresh set every n iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop criterion</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Maximum number of iterations is reached</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Parallel Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) is a probabilistic global optimization algorithm, originally formulated
in the 1980s [45]. It operates in analogy to metallurgic annealing, the process of slowly cooling metal
in order to reach a low-energy equilibrium state. In simulated annealing the energy level is the cost of
a solution, and the notion of cooling is implemented as slowly reducing the probability of accepting
a new candidate with a worse cost.

The basic structure of SA has three components. First of all, it requires a so-called ‘move’ function
that creates from the current solution a neighbouring ‘mutant’ solution. Second, there is a policy to
accept or reject the new solution. The cost of the old and new candidates and the current temperature
are taken into account to make the decision. Third, an annealing schedule determines how to lower
the temperature as the algorithms progresses. The key parameter is the temperature. It determines
the acceptance rate of new solutions with worse cost than the current one: the lower the temperature,
the lower the probability of acceptance. Thus, starting with a high temperature, SA initially samples
across the entire parameter space. As the algorithm moves from one solution to another, the annealing
schedule lowers the temperature and over many ‘moves’ the algorithm biases progressively towards
better solutions. The (occasional) acceptance of worse solutions ensures that it escapes local optima.

The strength of SA is that it works very well for a wide variety of (biological) optimization
problems. Moreover, given certain requirements, it is mathematically proven to find the global
minimum. However, its weakness is a large computational footprint. Therefore, we use parallel
Lam Simulated Annealing (pLSA), developed by [46]. It is a parallel implementation of SA with the adaptive annealing schedule of [47, 48]. The approach is based on the observation that the acceptance policy maintains a Boltzmann distribution of energies. By combining statistics from all processing nodes, and a mixing of node states at given intervals, such a Boltzmann distribution is ensured also in the parallel case.

pLSA is implemented in C and uses MPI, SUNDIALS, and GSL. pLSA is run (with settings given in Table 2) at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, using Mare Nostrum 3 computing facilities. It is compiled with the Intel compiler v13.0.1 using the -O3 optimization flag and Intel MPI library. A single pLSA run is executed on 64 cores. Nodes have Intel Sandybridge CPUs (8 cores) at 2.6 GHz, with at least 2 GB of working memory per core.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Parameter settings for parallel simulated annealing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial moves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moves per iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixing interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop criterion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Gene Circuits, Simulation, and Analysis

The gap gene regulatory network is modelled as a gene circuit [24], described in detail elsewhere [13, 14]. In short, we model the trunk region of the *D. melanogaster* embryo as a linear array of nuclei. The trunk region is defined for mRNA expression data from 35% to 87% A–P position, and for protein data 35–92% (0% is the anterior pole). In each nucleus, there is continuous regulation and expression of gap genes, while over time the number of nuclei doubles through discrete mitotic division. Gene regulation and expression over time \( t \) is governed by coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs):

\[
\frac{dg_a^i}{dt} = R^a \Phi(u_a^i) + D^a(n) \left( g_a^{i-1} + g_a^{i+1} - 2g_a^i \right) - \lambda^a g_a^i
\]

with \( g_a^i \), gene expression product (mRNA or protein, depending on the data) at nucleus \( i \) of gap gene \( a \in G \) (\( G \) is defined below). Parameters \( R^a \), \( D^a(n) \) and \( \lambda^a \) are production, diffusion, and decay rates. Diffusion depends on the number of previous divisions \( n \). Eukaryotic gene regulation is phenomenologically modelled as a sigmoid response curve \( \Phi \) with a summation over genetic interactions \( u_a^i \):

\[
\Phi(u_a^i) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{u_a^i}{\sqrt{(u_a^i)^2 + 1}} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
u_a^i = \sum_{b \in G} W^{ba} s_b^i + \sum_{m \in M} E^{ma} s_m^i + h^a
\]

with trunk gap genes \( G = \{hb, Kr, gt, km\} \) and external inputs \( M = \{Bcd, Cad, Tll, Hkb\} \). Parameter matrices \( W \) and \( E \) define genetic interactions between trunk gap genes and external inputs on trunk gap genes, respectively. Each parameter \( W^{ba} \) (and \( E^{ma} \)) represents the effect of regulator \( b \) (\( m \)), on gap gene \( a \). We interpret that the regulator has an activating role if \( w \in W \) (\( e \in E \)) is positive (\( w > 0.005 \)); an inhibitory role if negative (\( w < -0.005 \)); and there is no interaction if the value is near zero (\( -0.005 \leq w \leq 0.005 \)). The interpretation is visualized as a network diagram (Figure 3a) or as a genetic interaction matrix (Figure 3b). Parameter \( h^a \) represents background maternal factors and is fixed at \(-2.5\) for all trunk gap genes. In total, a gene circuit has 41 parameters.
As mentioned in the Introduction, D. melanogaster gap genes are expressed during late blastoderm, in mitotic cycle C13 and C14A. Gene circuit equations are solved from the start of C13 (t = 0 min), when gap gene expression becomes detectable, until the onset of gastrulation at the end of C14A (t = 71.1 min). Mitosis occurs during t = 16–21 min, during which gene product synthesis is set to zero. Gene circuits have 108 ODEs in C13, and 212 ODEs in C14A. Regardless of the optimization algorithm, gene circuits are numerically integrated using two solvers. If circuits are inferred from mRNA expression data, an implicit multi-step method is used (CVODE, Sundials library) [44]. In case protein expression data are used, we employ a Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp adaptive step-size method [12].

The cost of a gene circuit is the sum of residuals when comparing the circuit output with experimental data. It is minimized by the optimization algorithms, and we formulate it as a weighted least squares [13,14]:

$$\text{cost} = \sum_{a \in G} \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{i \in N_c(n)} v^a_i(t) \left( g^a_i(t) - \text{data}^a_i(t) \right)^2$$

(3)

with G the set of trunk gap genes, T the set of time points for which we have data (C13, C14A: T1–T8), $N_c(n)$ the number of nuclei after n mitotic cycles, $v^a_i$ weights, and $\text{data}^a_i(t)$ the mRNA or protein expression level of gap gene $a$ in nucleus $i$ at time point $t$. For interpretation, we may also express the cost as a Root Mean Square (RMS), which ignores the weights $v$ and is a normalization with respect to the total number of data points ($N_{RNA} = 1804$ and $N_{protein} = 1976$).

After optimization, the resulting solutions are judged on RMS, numerical stability, and visual inspection of model output, as described in detail elsewhere [13,14]. Analysis and plotting is performed using the previously developed SuperFIT package (https://app.assembla.com/spaces/superfit/subversion/source) [16].

3. Results

3.1. Scatter Search Efficiently Explores Parameter Space

Our first goal was to broadly characterize the performance of scatter search in the context of inferring the network of gap gene interactions in D. melanogaster. We generated a large set of solutions by starting 1000 scatter search simulations and taking the final best solution from each of them. We focussed on the networks derived from D. melanogaster mRNA expression data (Figure 4a) [14], while we obtained similar results for protein expression data (Figure 4c,d) [13]. The cost of mRNA-derived solutions, as defined in Equation (3), ranged from 1.16 to 4.04 × 10^5,
with an average of $2.23 \times 10^5$ (and median $2.20 \times 10^5$). As scatter search only applied the local search method, if a solution’s cost is below $2.0 \times 10^5$, there is a lack of solutions just below this cost (Figure 4a, ‘Local search score’ in Table 1). From these 1000 solutions, we sampled 200 for further study and analysis (Figure 4, blue dots).

![Figure 4. Performance of (sequential) scatter search method (SSm) and parallel Lam simulated annealing (pLSA). All panels plot function evaluations against cost (see Equation (3)). A function evaluation is defined as computing gene expression levels of a gene circuit from time $t = 0.0$ to 71.1 min. It is a performance measure independent of compiler settings and hardware. The cost indicates how well a gene circuit reproduces gap gene expression data (lower is better). (a) The main body of results is based on gene circuits derived from mRNA expression data, using scatter search with the Nelder-Mead algorithm as a local search method. Gene circuits from SSm are grey blue, the 200 selected circuits are blue, of which the 50 best in dark blue. Gene circuits from pLSA are red; (b–d) Gene circuit performance using mRNA and protein data expression data, and switching between Nelder-Mead and stochastic hill climbing. Circuits from scatter search are grey-blue, those from pLSA are red.](image-url)

Next, we used pLSA to generate a second set of solutions by fitting 150 gene circuits to mRNA expression data. We made three noteworthy observations in the comparison of both methods (Figure 4). First, the average scatter search run executes substantially fewer function evaluations than an average pLSA run ($0.5 \times 10^7$ against $1.5 \times 10^7$). Second, we defined good and excellent solutions to have, respectively, a cost $\leq 1.5 \times 10^5$ and $\leq 1.05 \times 10^5$. With this categorization, scatter search finds many good solutions, but not any excellent ones. Instead, pLSA does find excellent solutions that are suitable for in-depth biological analysis. Third, the relation between cost and function evaluations suggests there is a Pareto front, where a certain minimal number of evaluations are necessary to reach a given cost (Figure 4a). Intuitively it makes sense, as good and excellent solutions are rare and it requires computational effort to find them. We place a cautionary note, though, as we observed that the shape of the (potential) Pareto front depends on the local search method used in scatter search and the type of expression data (mRNA/protein). If we use Stochastic Hill climbing or protein data, the front changes shape and the trade-off between cost and function evaluations is less visible (Figure 4b–d).

Thus, despite the population-based approach, scatter search is a computationally light search method (also noted by [21]). Moreover, the strength of scatter search is that it efficiently surveys parameter space and identifies promising areas that can be further explored (i.e., analysing the good solutions). Its weakness, however, is that it does not find as excellent solutions as pLSA does.
3.2. Exploiting the Exploration Done by Scatter Search

Even if scatter search solutions do not reproduce expression data at the desired level of biological correctness, they provide a first view on the structure of the gene network. As argued in the Introduction, such a quick first view is a valuable source of information, especially in the case of unknown gene networks or computationally expensive models. The gap gene network of *D. melanogaster* is a good test case, as we know its structure well. We asked what biological insight is already contained in the 50 best solutions inferred by scatter search.

We created a first view of the gap gene network by categorizing the genetic interactions in the 50 best gene circuits (Figure 5a). Almost half (14/29) of the interactions show full consensus, while 10/29 show a clear trend towards activation or inhibition. In previous work, the genetic interactions were grouped in five mechanisms [12–14]. Focussing on the consensus interactions, we immediately observed the two major mechanisms: alternating cushions and maternal activation. The former is comprised of two pairs of strongly repressing gap genes, namely *hb/kni* and *gt/Kr*, while the latter requires that Bcd and Cad activate the gap genes. We see that Bcd is essential for *hb* activation, while Cad is crucial for *gt* and *kni*. *Kr* is thought to be mainly under control of Bcd [28] and we find that with two exceptions it is the case. Experiments, however, show *Kr* expression in embryos without Bcd, which may be explained by a redundant role for Cad [28]. Indeed we have consensus for activation by Cad (Figure 5a).

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Exploring genetic interactions of the 50 best scatter search circuits. (a) Genetic interaction matrix summarizing the type of regulation found amongst the circuits (see also Figure 3). Number triplets define the number of solutions with repressive/no/activating interactions. Columns are regulators, rows target genes. The colour code indicates green for activation and red for repression. Saturated colours indicate full consensus amongst gene circuits, light colours a two-third fraction of circuits for one type of regulation; (b) Histogram of parameter values for *hb* self-regulation. Inset shows the same parameter values split by Hb activating (purple) and inhibiting (orange) *gt*. See also panel d; (c) Histogram of parameter values for Hb regulating *gt*. The distribution splits into an inhibitory and activating set of gene circuits (see inset); (d) Self-regulation of *gt* split along Hb–*gt* regulation. Activation (→) is purple, inhibition (⊣) is orange. The peak of the purple distribution extends to 17 gene circuits; (e) Regulation of *hb* by Kr split along Hb–*gt* regulation, similar to panel d.
The third mechanism is the shifting of posterior gap gene domains in an anterior direction, i.e., towards the head region. These shifts require an asymmetric regulation between neighboring expression domains, which are only partially observed here, namely for Kr/kni. In Drosophila, the hb/Kr boundary is an exception as it does not display anterior shifts. Instead, the two gap genes inhibit each other strongly and establish a boundary with a fixed position along the A–P axis. Indeed, we observed a consensus for mutual inhibition. The fourth mechanism is self-activation of the gap genes, which is clear for gt and kni at this stage of network inference. Finally, we observe that Tll represses Kr, gt and kni, which ensures they are not expressed in the posterior terminal end.

We obtained a more detailed view by inspecting the distribution of parameters for specific interactions. We focused on the regulation of hb and gt by Hb, as scatter search predicts multiple, qualitatively different outcomes for these interactions. First, hb self-regulation tends towards inhibition (compare Figure 5a,b). Yet the parameter distribution gives us the insight that only a small amount of inhibition is tolerated, while neutral behavior and especially activation are accepted for a wide range of values. Second, for the regulation of gt by Hb (Figure 5c), we noticed that the regulatory effect of Hb on gt was split along either inhibition or activation. We asked if the two alternative regulatory effects on gt correlate with distinct sets of gene circuits. We compared the set of gene circuits with Hb inhibiting gt to the circuits with Hb activating gt, and observed two major differences. First, and most importantly, circuits with inhibition of gt show a wider range of values for several interactions. Examples are gt self regulation (Figure 5d) and Kr regulation of hb (Figure 5e). Second, inhibition of gt by Hb correlates clearly with hb self-activation. Activation of gt by Hb, on the other hand, is accompanied by hb self-inhibition (Figure 5b, inset). Interestingly, the observed correlations between parameter distributions may be associated to canalizing properties of the gap gene network to position the anterior hb boundary at ~50% A–P position [49,50]. A dynamical systems analysis of this hb boundary showed a nonlinear dependence on Bcd, gt, and Kr during the late blastoderm stage [50], which may explain scatter search finding multiple regulatory solutions. Yet a complementary explanation that cannot be ruled out, is that as hb and gt expression domains appear at the edges of the modelled region, additional regulatory factors could be missing [49].

We hesitate interpreting the more subtle differences between the two sets of circuits. In this test case of the D. melanogaster gap gene network, it is straightforward to link our observations to our knowledge of the wildtype network structure. However, if a network is unknown, interpreting subtle cues easily leads to errors where model artefacts are taken to have a biological meaning. Nevertheless, there is a clear potential for inspecting intermediate results and drawing conclusions from them that may guide a next iteration of network inference.

3.3. Low Temperature Simulated Annealing Refines Good Solutions into Excellent Ones

After exploring the gene circuits proposed by scatter search, in the second stage we set out to refine them with the goal of obtaining solutions that are as excellent as the ones generated by simulated annealing. As the scatter search circuits perform well, we decided to take them as starting points for optimization with low temperature simulated annealing. By skipping the initial moves of simulated annealing and beginning with a relatively low temperature, we avoid the early randomizing behaviour of this search method. Instead, the algorithm is likely to make only modest changes and is likely to preserve the structure of the network. In effect, this mode of simulated annealing is focussed on a particular area of parameter space.

First we filtered the 200 solutions by removing all with a cost >2.5 × 10^5. We continued with 143 remaining solutions. To assess the effect of different starting temperatures, we surveyed four scenarios with a range from T = 10 to 100 × 10^3 (Figure 6). Moreover, for T = 50 k and 100 k, we tested how simulated annealing performed under a restriction of its search space. For each consensus interaction as inferred in the first stage (Figure 5a) the range of allowed parameter values was limited by the sign of the interaction. For instance, scatter search indicated that Kni represses hb, and therefore, we limited this interaction to negative values only. After fitting gene circuits, the results of non-fixed
and fixed low temperature SA were compared to each other and to the standard use of pLSA by computational performance (number of function evaluations) and quality of the inferred networks.

Figure 6. Performance of simulated annealing (pLSA) and the two-stage approach. (a) Total number of function evaluations per optimization scenario. The two-stage approaches shares the first explorative stage by scatter search (blue bars), after which different starting temperatures were used for low temperature SA; (b) Number of function evaluations per excellent gene circuit, defined as a circuit with an RMS < 22.0. In both panels, we replace 10^3 by the letter ‘k’ in scenario names. The two last columns (‘50 k’ and ‘100 k’) are labelled as “fixed” to signal a constrained search space was used.

With respect to computational performance, we found that the starting temperature has a strong influence on the performance of simulated annealing. At first sight the two-stage approach appeared more efficient than pLSA (Figure 6a). With the exception of T = 100k (non-fixed), the two-stage approach required fewer function evaluations than pLSA to generate a set of excellent gene circuits. That was anticipated, as a lower starting temperature means that simulated annealing accepts worse solutions with a lower probability than is the case for a normal optimization run with pLSA. Thus convergence is more rapid. As expected, the restricted search space of fixed scenarios reduced the number of function evaluations in comparison to the corresponding non-fixed scenarios. Yet, the reduction did not lead to an increase in efficiency of finding excellent solutions (Figure 6b). We realized that restricting search space excludes many of the 143 gene circuits as valid starting points for SA, as they have one or more parameters in a forbidden area of search space. This indicates that in the non-fixed scenarios, low temperature SA still changed the topology of ‘bad’ networks and that this is a beneficial feature.

In general, compared to pLSA, the number of function evaluations per excellent solution is equal or higher for the hybrid, two-stage approach (Figure 6b). That would argue against our two-stage approach. However, if several iterations are needed either for the first exploratory stage or the later refining one, the hybrid approach will be less computationally costly than doing several rounds of ‘full’ pLSA runs. Especially, the scenario T = 50 k (non-fixed) will rival the performance of pLSA.

We continued by comparing the best solutions of both approaches. We selected the 10 circuits with lowest RMS, and generated genetic interaction matrices (Figure 7a,b) and gene expression profiles (Figure 7c,d). We found that hybrid runs from intermediate temperatures have the least number of defects (visual inspection, data not shown for T = 25 k). Most importantly, two-stage solutions are just as good as the ones generated by pLSA, both in terms of interaction matrix and expression profile.
Figure 7. Comparison of the best gene circuits resulting from low temperature Simulated Annealing (SA) and parallel Lam Simulated Annealing (pLSA). Panels (a,c) show scenario $T = 50$ k, and (b,d) show pLSA. (a,b) Genetic interaction matrices. See Figure 5 and main text for details; (c,d) Gene expression profiles at four time points. Gene circuit expression is given by solid lines, data by dashed lines. The embryo’s trunk region is shown, spanning 35–87% A–P position. Time points are mitotic cycle C13 and time classes of cycle C14A, T2/5/8.

4. Discussion

For network inference of spatiotemporal patterning, especially in flies, we traditionally used parallel Lam simulated annealing. It is a computationally costly method, but produces excellent results across different species of flies [12–16]. Here we reported on an alternative, hybrid approach consisting of two stages: first we applied scatter search to develop an initial understanding of the network, followed by low temperature SA to refine good solutions into excellent ones. The alternative approach delivered equally good results in terms of genetic interactions and gene expression profiles. However, the total cost of both stages of network inference is slightly higher than for pLSA. Thus we recommend the alternative approach if repeated rounds of exploration of parameter space and tweaking of the algorithms are necessary.

Considering only few developmental gene regulatory networks are understood in-depth, most (future) applications of network inference will involve inferring an unknown network. In such cases, a 5 to 10 iterations are usually needed to tweak the algorithm, test alternatives, and get excellent solutions. Here the advantage of an initial exploration with scatter search is clear: the intermediate
information that one can extract from good solutions is valuable and can be used to guide—or reduce
the number of—subsequent iterations of network inference.

We point out that interpreting intermediate solutions has to be done with caution, as some of
the findings may be misleading. Our test case of the gap gene network showed that scatter search
generated at least two alternative network structures. While we know that one of them is unsupported
by current experimental evidence, for an unknown network this information may not be available.
From a more general perspective, it shows where the optimization algorithms struggles to find a
unique solution. That may not be a satisfying result at first sight, yet it indicates a lack of knowledge
and suggests specific experiments to improve our understanding of the system.

For a hybrid approach, the combination of scatter search and low temperature simulated annealing
is not the only viable option. As was suggested in [26], (parallel) genetic algorithms are known to
be good exploratory search methods as well. Moreover, with respect to our implementation of
scatter search, recently a more advanced version of scatter search has become available, called saCeSS
(self-adaptive cooperative enhanced scatter search) [51]. It uses multiple instances of scatter search
set at different levels of exploration and exploitation, multiple local search methods, and utilizes the
small-scale parallelism of current-day workstations. One expects saCeSS to perform better than our
version of scatter search. In this sense, we have presented a worst-case performance scenario in this
work. Also parallel LSA is still being improved. An asynchronous version has been released and it
will be interesting to check its performance in the context of network inference [52].

Summarizing, for the inference of unknown networks scatter search is a valuable exploratory tool.
It has light computational demands and delivers good solutions from which relevant information can
be extracted. In a two-stage setting with simulated annealing, we expect it to be particularly effective
in reducing the computational cost of network inference.
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